1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

The public and research emphasis on concussions can sometimes obscure the fact that athletes in a variety of sports experience hundreds of sub-concussive impacts each year ([@bb0360]). Estimates for sub-concussive impact exposure in football players at the high school and collegiate level range from 244 to 1444 per season ([@bb0060]; [@bb0100]; [@bb0145]). In contrast, the per season concussion risk is 7.25% for high school and 5.52% for collegiate football athletes ([@bb0120]). Beginning with the documentation of "punch-drunk" dementia in the 1920\'s ([@bb0075]; [@bb0325]; [@bb0420]) and the coining of the term Dementia Pugilistica in the 1930\'s ([@bb0385]), scientists and clinicians have been concerned about the cumulative dose effects of impacts to the skull, including those that do not produce acute concussion but nevertheless result in clinical signs and symptoms. The animal model literature began documenting the cumulative effects of repeated "subconcussive" impacts to the skull in the 1940\'s ([@bb0525]). Research on this topic burgeoned further with heightened public awareness of the issue and with the development of key research tools such as cognitive testing, brain imaging and wearable accelerometers. Despite the availability of these tools, however, there remains a striking lack of agreement within the literature as to whether repeat subconcussive blows has a measurable effect on the brain and in what areas.

Studies on cognition examine a variety of neurocognitive functions, including: verbal learning, verbal recognition, spatial recognition, visual working memory, visual-motor speed, impulse inhibition, visual attention, and concentration. Using athletes from a variety of sports but primarily soccer, some studies find an effect on cognition ([@bb0125]; [@bb0135]; [@bb0260]; [@bb0345], [@bb0350], [@bb0340]; [@bb0360]; [@bb0390]; [@bb0510]; [@bb0515]; [@bb0535]; [@bb0540]; [@bb0560]; [@bb0570]), while others find no effect ([@bb0010]; [@bb0150]; [@bb0215]; [@bb0240]; [@bb0255]; [@bb0380]; [@bb0440]; [@bb0445]; [@bb0450]; [@bb0495]; [@bb0505]; [@bb0555]). The subconcussive effect of hits on balance is also inconclusive with some reporting a positive effect ([@bb0160]; [@bb0390]), and others reporting no effect ([@bb0055]; [@bb0155]; [@bb0320]; [@bb0460]). A meta-analysis of 30 studies on the subconcussive effects on cognition of soccer players concluded that there are too many shortcomings of the current research to draw conclusions. Common shortcomings include small sample sizes, inappropriate selection of control groups, low quality assessment of head impact frequency, and inappropriate control for type 1 errors ([@bb0520]). Examining the potential effects on cognition of subconcussive hits is important from a symptom and quality of life standpoint, but from a scientific standpoint, it is also challenging. Learning and memory skills are easily affected by a large number of relatively difficult to control factors, such as motivation, sleep, age, drug use, blood sugar levels, hydration, etc. Combining neurocognitive testing with neuroimaging may be more promising ([@bb0520]).

Though imaging is not a viable method for diagnosing concussion, the sheer number of subconcussive hits to the skull during contact sports could conceivably result in visible damage to brain matter. Both EEG ([@bb0545]), and CT ([@bb0490]) have been utilized in this effort. More recently, numerous MRI studies have been conducted on subconcussion, including using diffusion imaging and the diffusion tensor model (DTI), which looks for damage in the white matter ([@bb0020]; [@bb0040]; [@bb0085], [@bb0080]; [@bb0110], [@bb0105]; [@bb0190]; [@bb0280], [@bb0265]; [@bb0305]; [@bb0355]; [@bb0370]; [@bb0470]). A smaller number of studies have addressed anatomical defects (grey matter changes) ([@bb0015]; [@bb0105]; [@bb0275]). Once again, however, these studies do not yield a clear consensus (for review see ([@bb0025]; [@bb0045]; [@bb0270]; [@bb0315])).

To more accurately identify athletes who experience the largest and/or greatest number of subconcussive blows during a season, a small number of researchers have begun using head-mounted accelerometers. So far, the use of this technique has resulted in positive findings. Both [@bb0370] and [@bb0040] reported significant correlations between total accelerometer-based hit exposure and white matter measures of the brain using the DTI model of diffusion imaging. One study used helmet accelerometers and neurocognitive measures among football and hockey players and found a weak effect ([@bb0365]). [@bb0515] found a significant correlation with functional MRI (fMRI) activation while athletes performed the short-term memory n-back task. The use of accelerometers in research is limited by cost (of equipment, installation and maintenance), hassle (some players find them cumbersome), and concerns over accuracy. When tested against biomechanical sensors in a laboratory setting, the accuracy of helmet-based accelerometers must be interpreted cautiously ([@bb0415]; [@bb0475]).

The study by Talavage and colleagues highlights yet another promising but thus far minimally explored approach: the use of fMRI in combination with behaviorally relevant neurocognitive testing. Research involving resting-state fMRI conducted while subjects relax in an MRI scanner has not shown consistent results ([@bb0005]; [@bb0225]; [@bb0480]), but the study by Talavage et al. evaluated memory, a neurocognitive function known to be affected by head trauma generally and concussion specifically. Another known sequelae of concussion is sensory motor deficits ([@bb0205]; [@bb0285]). Sensory motor testing holds promise for the detection of subconcussive damage in part because it is multimodal. To the best of our knowledge, there is one study series examining fMRI activation during a oculomotor sensorimotor task ([@bb0230], [@bb0235]). We chose to examine eye movement behavior due to the solid body of literature showing ocular motor performance to be one of the most robust indicators of concussion ([@bb0030]; [@bb0050]; [@bb0065], [@bb0070]; [@bb0090]; [@bb0115]; [@bb0130]; [@bb0185], [@bb0175], [@bb0180], [@bb0170], [@bb0165]; [@bb0200]; [@bb0290]; [@bb0310]; [@bb0330]; [@bb0335]; [@bb0395]; [@bb0425]; [@bb0455]; [@bb0500]; [@bb0530]). Oculomotor control has been strongly linked to neural integrity ([@bb0220]; [@bb0435]) and tasks that assess oculomotor function are linked to a number of cognitive functions including attention, visuospatial processing, working memory, processing speed and predictive behavior ([@bb0035]; [@bb0210]; [@bb0220]; [@bb0435]; [@bb0465]). In addition, unlike other sensory motor behaviors (e.g., balance and gait), eye movements lend themselves well to fMRI neuroimaging.

The aim of this study is to measure differences in the oculomotor control network in athletes playing in concussion-prone sports as compared to two control groups (non-concussion-prone sport, cross country runners, and socioeconomically matched, SES, non-athletes college students). To do so we used a smooth pursuit task, which has been demonstrated to show reduced performance in concussion patients. The smooth pursuit task in particular has been thoroughly studied in both primates and humans and is known to engage many regions of the brain, both cortical and subcortical ([@bb0140]). FMRI studies have revealed a network of brain regions linked to the task, including the frontal eye fields (FEF) and supplementary eye fields (SEF) in the frontal lobe, the intraparietal cortex, the occipital cortex, and the cerebellum ([@bb0300]; [@bb0430]). Smooth pursuit has the additional advantages of being an almost autonomic process and being shown in concussion and post-concussion studies to be impaired in concussed patients ([@bb0090]; [@bb0185], [@bb0170]; [@bb0200]).

We compared athletes from an NCAA Football Bowl Subdivision team to both athlete and non-athlete control groups. A pattern in the research design of much of the existing literature is the use of either a single athlete control group from non-contact sports or a single control group drawn from the general student body. Using a non-athlete control group only does not take into account any effects on the brain of years of athletic training and competition. Another pattern within the literature is the lack of matching of either athlete or non-athlete control groups on socioeconomic (SES) status, despite the fact that SES status is known to be related to cognitive abilities ([@bb0550]) and health ([@bb0375]). Depending on the study setting, the socioeconomic backgrounds of even athlete control group participants may be significantly different from that of the concussion prone sport athletes. We therefore included both a non-contact sport control group (drawn from the cross country team) and a non-athlete group matched to the football players on age, gender and SES.

If repetitive sub-concussive impacts have a deleterious effect on neural processing, collegiate football players should show performance decrements on the smooth pursuit task and differences in brain activation when compared to both control groups. At the present time there is insufficient literature to attempt to predict which regions of the network implicated in oculomotor processing (i.e., cerebellum, parietal cortex, or frontal regions) might be affected, but greater activation within the smooth pursuit network, along with possible recruitment of additional regions to handle the increased processing load, would be suggestive of an effect of subconcussion.

2. Methods {#s0010}
==========

2.1. Participants {#s0015}
-----------------

A total of 51 male subjects participated in the study. Of these 21 were 4th and 5th year undergraduates (many were red-shirts) who were considered 'starters' on the Indiana University (IU) varsity football team (age 21.1 ± 1.5), 19 were on the IU cross country team (age: 20.2 ± 2.5), and 11 were non-collegiate athletes from IU that were socioeconomically matched to the football players (age 19.9 ± 3). One football player did not complete the study and his fMRI data was discarded. One cross country runner\'s fMRI data was unusable and was discarded. None of the athletes had been diagnosed with a concussion in the preceding year. The only exclusion criterion was for MRI safety at 3 Tesla (e.g. no implanted metal). In terms of concussion history, two football players had been diagnosed with a concussion approximately 3 years before the study and one player had been diagnosed with a concussion approximately 2 years before the study. No cross-country runners were diagnosed with a concussion while at IU. In general sport related head impacts in cross-country are extremely rare and the lowest of all the NCAA sanctioned sports ([@bb0575]). It should also be noted some football players may have received a diagnosed concussion in high school, and others may have successfully hidden prior concussions from the medical staff of either high school, college, or both. This information was unfortunately not available to us but we can estimate 7.25% players to have received concussion previous to college given published data ([@bb0120]). Football players were given a socioeconomic status questionnaire after completing the scanning session. The socioeconomic match group filled out the same questionnaire and were selectively chosen to match the football players based on sex, age, estimated family income, and the area in which they were raised (urban, small town, suburbs, or urban). Participants gave informed written consent that was approved by the Indiana University Institutional Review Board. All participants were recruited through flyers handed out by the athletic trainers of each team or posted around the campus. Beyond repeated hit exposure, there are differences in the work out schedules/team practices of IU football players and cross-country runners. IU football players have a morning practice 6 days a week lasting approximately 1.5 h, with 2 days of contact practice and 4 days of non-contact practice per week. Six days a week, in the afternoon, football players participate in 30 min of 'muscle-building' strength and condition workouts. IU cross-country runners have morning runs lasting approximately 30 min and afternoon runs lasting approximately 1.0--1.5 h, 6 days a week. Twice a week the runners participate in 'toning' strength and conditioning workouts. We have no data on the exercise habits of the control subjects.

2.2. Procedures and stimuli {#s0020}
---------------------------

Participants performed a visual smooth pursuit task while undergoing imaging. The movements of participants\' right eyes were tracked using an MRI compatible SR Research EyeLink 1000 running monocular at 1000 Hz with an accuracy of roughly 0.2°. Data were recorded and analyzed to ensure that participants were performing the task correctly and to assess performance based on mean gain, lag, and root-mean-square (RMS) error. The stimuli were projected onto a screen located behind the subject and viewed through a mirror attached to the head coil. The task consisted of 20 blocks, each of which started with a 12 s rest followed by three smooth pursuit conditions presented in randomized order (sinusoidal frequency = 0.25 \[slow\], 0.5 \[medium\], and 1.0 Hz \[fast\]), each of which was 11 s in duration. The total time for each block was 45 s and total task time was 15 min. The sinusoidal stimuli traveled ± 5° of amplitude (10° total) from the center of the screen. They traveled along the horizontal meridian and the peak velocity of the stimuli were 8, 15, and 30°/s for the slow, medium, and fast stimuli, respectively. Many of the classes of eye movements have been used in concussion research and shown to have impairment (e.g. saccade, anti-saccades, and binocular eye movements) ([@bb0230]). Each class of eye movement involves different brain networks ([@bb0220])and probably reveals a different aspect of the concussion and subconcussion sequelae ([@bb0095]). We only had time for one eye movement class in this study and chose smooth pursuit due to documented dysfunction after a concussion ([@bb0090]; [@bb0185], [@bb0170]; [@bb0200]).

2.3. Data acquisition {#s0025}
---------------------

All participants were scanned using a 3 Tesla TIM Trio scanner located in the Imaging Research Facility at Indiana University using a 12-channel head coil. The 32 channel head coil did not fit our larger subjects, so all subjects were scanned with the 12-channel. Functional scans were obtained with the following sequence: TR/TE = 2240/30 ms, TI = 900 ms, flip angle = 70°, FoV = 240, measurements = 480, bandwidth = 1860 Hz/pixel, iPAT factor = 2, 36 axial slices, matrix = 96 × 256, slice thickness = 3.5 mm, 0 gap, 2.5 mm × 2.5 mm × 3.5 mm voxels, total acquisition time = 18:03. Additionally, high resolution anatomical scans were acquired using the following sequence: TR/TE = 1800/2.67 ms, TI = 900 ms, flip angle = 9°, bandwidth = 150 Hz/pixel, 160 sagittal slices, FOV = 256 mm, matrix = 256 × 256, slice thickness = 1 mm, resulting in 1 mm × 1 mm × 1 mm voxels, total acquisition time = 7:42. In order for the eye tracker to have a good view of the right of our large subjects, the subject\'s head was often tilted.

2.4. Behavioral analysis {#s0030}
------------------------

Eye tracking data were analyzed using custom written software in Matlab. Blinks were removed from the records and a spline interpolation was performed to recreate the eye movement missing during the blink. The eye records were filtered with a 50 coefficient FIR low pass filtered with a pass-band at 20 Hz and a stop-band at 90 Hz. Since we are interested in comparing total oculomotor tracking performance between the three subject groups, and not necessarily only strictly smooth pursuit eye movements, we did not "de-saccade" the data. RMS error is the euclidean distance between the stimulus and the eye every 1 ms sample. Gain and lag were calculated by fitting a sinusoid to the 10 s eye movement trial (the first second was skipped because of movement initiation) with free parameters for amplitude, lag, and frequency. Gain is defined as the ratio of the eye movement amplitude divided by the stimulus amplitude. Lag is defined as the difference in time between the fitted sinusoid and the stimulus sinusoid as measured with cross-correlation. One and two-way analysis of variance statistics were performed in Matlab with the ANOVAN function. Effect size was quantified using Cohen\'s d metric.

2.5. fMRI analysis {#s0035}
------------------

The functional data were analyzed using statistical parametric mapping, SPM 8. There were three subject groups: football players (experimental), cross country runners (control 1), and SES matches (control 2). fMRI data were preprocessed in several steps, including slice timing correction, motion correction by realignment, co-registration between functional and anatomical scans, spatial normalization, and smoothing. All functional data were resampled to 2mm^3^ isomorphic voxels normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template. For spatial smoothing, an 8 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel was applied. On the preprocessed fMRI data of individual subjects, a canonical statistical analysis based on the general linear model (GLM) and Gaussian random field theory was performed ([@bb2500]). The hemodynamic response for the stimuli blocks were modeled with a canonical HRF built on the onsets of the blocks with the block duration included in the analysis. For each individual data analysis, regressors were built for the three levels of task difficulty, fixation blocks and 6 regressors from the realignment step were included in the model to remove unexpected effects from noise from head movement.

In order to examine the activation related to each level of difficulty of the pursuit task, each was compared to fixation for each group separately using a one-sample *t*-test. This was performed to allow for inspection of the results prior to group comparisons to ensure data quality. Two-sample *t*-tests were then performed to compare activation across groups (e.g., football vs. cross country; football vs. SES-matched non-athlete). For the contrasts examined, we applied a Monte Carlo simulation of the brain volume to establish an appropriate voxel contiguity threshold. The threshold obtained from the simulation has the advantage of higher sensitivity to smaller effect sizes ([@bb0485]). The result of the Monte Carlo simulation indicated that a cluster size of 20 contiguous resampled voxels using an uncorrected threshold of *p* \< 0.005 would be appropriate to control type I error (*p* \< 0.05) corrected for the multiple comparisons in the whole brain volume analysis.

An ROI analysis was also performed. The mean bold signal for each contrast was also obtained using the SPM toolbox Marsbar and was analyzed in SPSS 24 and Matlab. Eight spherical regions of interest (ROIs) with a radius of 10 mm were defined around regions previously shown to be implicated in smooth pursuit tasks (talairach coordinance): bilateral FEF (−42, −12, 50; 42, −12, 50), SEF (−6, −4, 62; 6, −4, 62), cerebellar vermis (−12, −72 −22; 12, −72, −22), and the anterior lobe of the cerebellum (−11, −36, −14).

3. Results {#s0040}
==========

3.1. Behavioral data {#s0045}
--------------------

[Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} shows the raw eye movement records for the first subject in the experiment (a football student athlete). The three stimulus frequencies (0.25, 0.5, and 1.0 Hz) are all in the range where human smooth pursuit performance is usually fairly good. We calculated the mean RMS (root mean squared) error, gain, and lag for every eye movement sample for every trial (20 trial per stimulus condition) as our metric of the subject\'s performance for each stimulus condition (slow, medium, and fast).Fig. 1Example subject ocular-motor performance for the slow (A), medium (B), and fast stimulus conditions (C). The red trace underneath is the horizontal position of the stimulus and the blue traces are all 20° horizontal eye movement records. The mean RMS error for all 20 trials and for each stimulus condition is listed in the figure. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 1

[Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the oculomotor findings for three groups of subjects. For no stimulus condition (slow, medium, or fast) or smooth pursuit performance metric (RMS, gain, and lag) was there a qualitative (shift in a histogram) or quantitative difference between the three subject groups (one-way ANOVA, [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). This study is a two-way design (subject group by task difficulty) and [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}J--L summarizes the result for each smooth pursuit metric. A two-way ANOVA indicates a significant effect of subject group for smooth pursuit RMS, as well as significant effects for both subject group and task difficulty for smooth pursuit gain. Given the well documented shortcomings of interpreting results through the *p*-value of null-hypothesis significance testing ([@bb0195]; [@bb0405]), the effect size between the subject group was calculated for each smooth pursuit metric ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}J--L). Combining the data across task difficulty, the effect sizes of subject group differences ranges between 0.27 and 0.61 ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}J--L), which in general are in the small range ([@bb0195]; [@bb0405]). Thus, between the histograms of the raw data, the one-way ANOVAs, and the effect size, there appears to be no meaningful difference between our three subject groups in oculomotor performance during our smooth pursuit task. The degrees of freedom for subject group and task difficulty is 2.Fig. 2Histogram comparing ocular motor performance for the 3 subject groups. The first row is for the easy stimulus, the second row is for the medium stimulus, and the third row is for the hard stimulus. The ANOVAs in the first three rows is a one-way ANOVA examining the effect of subject group. The mean and standard deviation of each distribution are listed in the panel. The fourth row shows a summary for each subject group for three task difficulties. The two-way ANOVAS in the fourth row test for the effects of subject group and task difficulty, and an interaction of the two variables. There are two degrees of freedom for both subject group and task difficulty. Effect size is calculated using Cohen\'s d metric. The first column analyzes smooth pursuit root mean squared metric (RMS), the middle column analyzes pursuit gain, and the third column analyzes pursuit lag. In each panel, cyan represents values from the football subjects, orange represents cross country subjects, and green represents SES matched nonathletes. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 2

3.2. Functional data {#s0050}
--------------------

[Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the oculomotor function activation for each subject group and stimulus condition. For the three stimulus conditions (easy, medium, and hard), there is stronger activation (increase in *p* value) and recruitment of more brain regions (more voxels) for each group (p \< 0.005, k = 10), reflecting task difficulty ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). Qualitatively, football players consistently showed greater activation during the easy and medium conditions than either the cross country runners or SES non-athlete controls. When examining the hard stimulus condition alone, the football players show greater activation in the cerebellar regions, whereas the cross-country runners and SES control non-athletes show greater activation in frontal regions such as the FEFs ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). The last row of [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} combines the stimulus conditions together to highlight the differences between the three subjects groups by increasing the signal to noise ratio of functional activation.Fig. 3A within group comparison of all conditions separately and collapsed. All contrasts are condition greater than fixation. The first column shows the activation of football players during each of the three conditions of the task as well as the activation when all conditions are collapsed and compared to fixation. The second column shows the activation of cross country runners for all three conditions separately as well as collapsed. The third column shows the activation of SES matched non-athletes for all three conditions separately as well as collapsed.Fig. 3

In [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, for each stimulus condition, the differences between groups are shown. The top row contrasts football players minus cross-country runners, illustrating some activation difference in the cerebellum. The middle row contrasts football players minus SES non-athletes, also illustrating activation differences in the cerebellum. The bottom row contrasts cross-country runners minus SES non-athletes, illustrating no consistent difference.Fig. 4Comparison between groups during each condition of the task (x = 14, y = −36, z = −10). The top row shows the activation of football players during each condition subtracted by the activation of the cross country runners during the same condition. The middle row shows the activation of football players during each condition subtracted by the activation of the SES matched non-athletes during the same condition. The bottom row shows the activation of cross country runners during each condition subtracted by the activation of the SES matched non-athletes during the same condition.Fig. 4

[Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the activation differences of the hard stimulus minus the easy stimulus conditions, contrasted between subject groups. In the left panel, football players have more activation in the FEF, occipital lobe, and cerebellum than cross-country runners. In the middle and right panels, we see no systematic differences when football players are contrasted with SES non-athletes, or when cross-country runners are contrasted with SES non-athletes, respectively.Fig. 5Comparison within groups between hard and easy conditions (x = −6, y = −66, z = 10). This contrast compared the activation during the hard condition minus the easy conditions in order to demonstrate increased activation accompanying the increase in cognitive demand. The first column shows the activation of football players subtracted by the cross country players for this contrast. The second column shows the activation of the football players subtracted by the SES matched non-athletes for this contrast. The third column shows the activation of cross country runners subtracted by the SES matched non-athletes for this contrast.Fig. 5

[Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} summarizes activation differences between our subject groups with the stimulus conditions combined. The left panel contrasts football players minus cross-country runners, illustrating greater activation in occipital cortex and the cerebellum. The middle panel contrasts football players minus SES non-athletes, illustrating greater activation in the cerebellum. The right panel illustrates no systematic differences in activation between cross-country runners and SES non-athletes.Fig. 6Between group comparison during the task (x = 14, y = −36, z = −10). All three conditions were collapsed representing the task as a whole. The task activation was then subtracted by the fixation and this resulting activation was then compared between groups. The first column shows the task-based activation of the football players subtracted by the cross country runners. The second column shows the task based activation of the football players subtracted by the SES matched non-athlete controls. The third column shows the task-based activation of the cross country runners subtracted by the SES matched non-athlete controls.Fig. 6

[Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}A quantifies the differences in FEF activation for each hemisphere between our three groups for each stimulus condition by examining the GLM beta weights from [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}. Football players have a significantly greater activation pattern in comparison to the runners and non-athletes. There is a significant effect of subject group and side on activation. There is greater left hemisphere FEF activation for all three subjects groups in comparison to the right hemisphere FEF. In addition, there is a possible qualitative effect of stimulus condition (*p* = 0.034). There are no significant interactions.Fig. 7GLM beta weight from [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} for each group and condition in the bilateral frontal eye fields (FEF) and vermis. The football players are plotted in ceyan, the cross-country runners are plotted in orange, and the SES matched non-athletes are plotted in green. The easy task condition is plotted with circles, the medium condition is plotted with plus signs, and the hard condition is plotted with stars. The left and right sides of the central nervous system are plotted separately. Each symbol is an individual subject. The mean and standard deviation are plotted in black. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 7

Finally, [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}B quantifies the differences in cerebellar vermis activation for each side between our three groups for each stimulus condition. Football players have a significantly greater activation pattern in comparison to the runners and non-athletes. There is greater left vermis activation in comparison to the right vermis. In addition, there is a possible qualitative but not quantitative effect of stimulus condition on vermis activation. There are no significant interactions.

4. Discussion {#s0055}
=============

The aim of the current study was to determine whether oculomotor differences are observed in athletes who play a concussion-prone sport in comparison to other groups. The smooth pursuit task was chosen because it has been demonstrated to show reduced performance in concussion patients. Functional MRI was also used in order to explore for any differences in functional brain activation while subjects performed the visual motor task. Both athletes in a non-concussion-prone sport (cross country runners) and SES-matched non-athletes were used as two separate control groups.

No meaningful differences were found among the groups for any of the three standard analyses used to assess smooth pursuit: root mean squared error, gain, and lag. Only one research group has published studies examining eye movements in relation to subconcussion. [@bb0250] studied the acute effects of repetitive head impacts (heading a soccer ball) on near point convergence among twenty soccer players. They found a decrease in performance both immediately after and at 24-h post-exposure. Interpretations of this study are limited by the lack a control "placebo" activity group (e.g., a sport-based but non-heading activity) and the lack of blinding of researchers and subjects, especially for what is a subjective visual motor test. However, in a second study, [@bb0245] used mouthguard-based accelerometers to divide twenty-nine football players into high versus low head impact (22 high; 7 low) during training camp. The acute effect on near point convergence was measured at baseline (pre-season) and before and after non-contact practice and contact practices, and again at postseason. For the high impact players but not for the low impact players, they found a significant performance impairment, though their performance had returned to baseline by the postseason follow-up. Unfortunately, the authors provide no histogram demonstrating how and why the two groups were chosen, nor do they provide reassurance regarding the degree of blinding by the experimenter collecting the eye movement data. In general, eye movement measures that can be objectively quantified are preferable to those that rely on subjective report, in part because they minimize experimenter and subject bias.

It is important to note that our study focused on the accumulated effects of subconcussion compared to athletes and non-athletes without this exposure. The football players we recruited had not experienced a concussion in the previous season, and data was collected just prior to the upcoming season in order to allow the maximum amount of whatever healing would take place to occur. In other words, the players were tested at the moment in time during which they should have shown the least amount of acute effects possible, e.g., a 'lifetime exposure' approach rather than an immediate post-season or even post-acute approach (as per Kawata).

A possible limitation of our study is the maximum pursuit speed, which may not have been sufficiently high, resulting in a low ceiling effect. This likely occurred due to the small size of the computer screen within the scanner. Future studies should perform a full psychophysical pilot to insure adequate increased error rates for faster stimuli. On the other hand, all groups showed a consistent increase in the intensity and volume of activation with increased difficulty, implying that the task did become more demanding as the speed increased ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}), just maybe not sufficiently so to reveal meaningful between group differences.

Another limitation in our study is the assumption of repeated head impact exposure. We did not have the ability or resources to do a full size instrumented accelerometer study, therefore can only assume the starting junior and senior football players experienced repeated head impacts. Future work would be enhanced by recording accelerometer data in both groups and correlating changes in activation with differences in exposure.

For the fMRI results, we found an increase in the amount of tissue area activated during the oculomotor task among football players as compared to athlete and non-athlete controls. Areas of greater activation included the oculomotor region of the cerebellum (vermis) and areas in the FEF. No differences were found between the two control groups. All groups displayed the expected bilateral activation in the occipital lobe, both in the cuneus and lateral regions, as well the FEF and SEF in the frontal lobes; however, only the football players showed significant activation in the cerebellum, specifically the vermis. Vermal activation was expected in all groups and both control groups revealed activation when the significance threshold was lowered, suggesting that the vermis was recruited in all participants but to a higher degree by the football players.

Only one prior study has examined functional activation maps in relationship to a behaviorally relevant task among subjects who have accumulated subconcussive hits. [@bb0515] instrumented twenty-one high school football players\' helmets with accelerometers for one season of play. The study included pre-season and in-season neurocognitive testing with ImPACT and fMRI during one season of high school football. Of the eleven subjects, three were diagnosed with concussion by the team physician. Of the remaining eight non-concussed subjects, four had a normal in-season ImPACT and four had an abnormal in-season ImPACT. The functional fMRI task was the 1 or 2-Back working memory test. Of the eight non-concussed subjects, those who demonstrated abnormalities on the ImPACT showed a decrease in fMRI activation in the dorsolateral pre-frontal cortex and the cerebellum compared to those who did not have an impaired ImPACT score. Issues arise with regard to the use the ImPACT test as a means of categorizing subjects, however, due to a published false positive rate of 40% ([@bb0410]). The size of the sample also contributes to concerns about the validity and reliability of the results. As per the previously discussed work of Kawata and colleagues, this study focuses on the acute rather than long-term effects of subconcussive hits to the brain. Finally, it differs from our study in that the task used, while certainly relevant in terms of known post-concussive effects, is not sensorimotor in nature.

Johnson and colleagues, in a series of two papers, examined the oculomotor deficits and functional brain activation (fMRI) of 9 concussed athletes both acutely (within 7 days of the injury) and subacutely (\~30 days post-injury) ([@bb0230], [@bb0235]). At the acute time course, they report longer saccadic latencies during anti-saccades, worse positional errors during pro-saccades, anti-saccades, and memory guided saccades, and fewer saccades during the self-paced saccade task. Examining the effect size, they found a strong effect (\>2.0) for directional errors in the anti-saccade task, directional errors in the memory guided task, and the number of saccades in the self-paced saccade task. Interestingly, they did not find any deficits in two smooth pursuit tasks (sinusoidal and circular pursuit), which is in contrast to other studies of smooth pursuit and concussions ([@bb0090]; [@bb0185], [@bb0170]; [@bb0200]). In their fMRI results, Johnson and colleague\'s concussed group demonstrated a larger activation and recruitment of new sites in the brain, in comparison to the normal volunteers.

In Johnson and colleagues follow-up manuscript, they examined the eye movements and brain activation of the same concussed athletes at 30 days post injury ([@bb0230], [@bb0235]). The concussed athletes (7 participated in the follow-up study) were clinically asymptomatic and showed oculomotor improvements compared to their acutely concussed measured eye movement. Nevertheless, oculomotor differences remained between the subacute group and normal volunteers. The concussed group demonstrated increased and larger areas of brain activation in fMRI, similar to when the athletes were acutely concussed.

In regards to the eye movement analysis, both papers are limited by the small number of subjects. The lack of raw data (no histograms or scatter graphs) in the papers also leaves open the possibility the results are driven by a single subject. Finally, the normal volunteer group does not appears to be matched for sport with student athletes. Notwithstanding these limitations, their results are in agreement with ours in terms of an increase in and larger area of brain activation, including in the cerebellum.

To the best of our knowledge, then, our study is the first to examine groups of athletes in the off-season using a sensorimotor task and fMRI. Off-season data collection was used in order to minimize the acute effects of recent hit exposure and better isolate the effects of long-term exposure. Our sample of twenty athletes per athlete group compares well to fMRI studies in general, which tend to have limited N\'s primarily due to the costs involved. The lower number of SES matched subjects (11) resulted from the difficulty of recruiting students who\'s SES matched that of the football players. As expected, the football team had a higher percentage of students from lower SES strata than the student population at large. The difficulty we experienced even in recruiting sufficient numbers of matched non-athlete controls highlights the relevance of including SES matching in future studies.

The finding of greater cerebellar activity among football players has at least two possible interpretations. First, the football players may be working harder to compensate for some subtle, long-term subconcussive deficits (e.g., a "compensation" theory). Animal studies demonstrate that, after a concussion, a metabolic slowdown is produced that parallels the symptom trajectory. As one of the most metabolically active areas of the brain, the cerebellum would be expected to be particularly affected by such a slow down. The cerebellar areas of football players experiencing subconcussive symptoms might therefore show added activation as their brains attempt to compensate for these losses. This interpretation would not explain the greater activation found for the FEF, however, because those areas have only average metabolic demand. A finding that supports the compensation theory is the fact that differences in activation between the football players and the control groups increased with task difficulty. This implies that not only were football players required to recruit different brain regions such as the cerebellum to perform the task, but also as the task increased in difficulty, they were required to make more than expected recruitment in already active areas in response to this increase of demand.

An equally valid interpretation of our fMRI findings, however, is that our sample was comprised of top athletes in a sport requiring high visual motor skill. As such, more of their cerebellum and FEF may be devoted to oculomotor task performance regardless of their history of hits to the brain. This has been demonstrated for other high-skill activities, such as musicians and the proportion of the brain dedicated to finger control in musicians ([@bb0295]; [@bb0400]), and taxi drivers and the proportion of the brain dedicated to mental maps ([@bb0565]). One possible method for surmounting this difficulty would be to repeat this study with a within-sport design, using accelerometer data to differentiate those who experienced greater and lesser hits to the brain during the season. This approach would, however, relate again to acute rather than life-time cumulative effects of subconcussion hits. To examine life-time effects, one might examine groups of retired football players with greater and lesser previous seasons of play, although again one would need to insure that the reason for participating in fewer seasons was not due to lesser athletic ability.

In summary, with the caveat that our smooth pursuit task might not have achieved sufficient difficulty to reveal group differences, our results do not provide support for the idea that cumulative subconcussive hits accrued during participation in a concussion-prone sport affect the behaviorally relevant, sensory motor task of smooth pursuit compared to cross country runner and non-athletes. And while differences were found with regard to fMRI imaging, the results are difficult to interpret. The combination of fMRI and a behaviorally relevant task is a powerful one. Future studies are needed for smooth pursuit and other behaviorally relevant cognitive and sensorimotor tasks, and controls should be SES matched when possible. Within the literature, it is important to differentiate studies examining acute versus life-time cumulative effects of subconcussion.
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